
Voyage Trekkers
These are the voyages that dont make the Captains Log

Premise
A  comedy series of very short (1 1/2 to 2 minutes) episodes that follows a 
dysfunctional Star Trek-like crew and their misadventures.  We peer in on them, in a 
skit based format, during their worst possible moments.

Our goal
One weekend ... two days ... shoot as many fun sci-fi shorts as possible!  Given the 
short and simple set ups, the goal is to shoot three to four episodes a day, ending up 
with a limited season of six to eight episodes.  No big series that ties up all our free 
time.  It’s one weekend and it’s done.  Fast, cheap, and fun.  It’s all about the fun of 
making movies.

The plan is two shoot at two locations:  a simple interior with changing props and 
green screen (for starfield windows, etc - nothing too crazy), and the desert (what 
doesn’t say no-budget sci-fi like the desert, huh?!).

Simple and short set ups, a small cast, and a set collection of key props (ray guns, 
communicators, a scanner) will give us the versatility to shoot multiple episodes a 
day.

Prospective Episodes

Fabulous Technology
The crew, rushing to save an alien ambassador, are thwarted by a single locked door.  
Their communicator doesn’t get a signal, their ray gun only warms up the door, their 
scanner’s trial use period has finally expired ...  Their only hope is to hack into the 
security panel.  I’m sure that’s not dangerous, right?

Birthday Party Surprise
The Captain and the First Officer sneak into an alien compound and kill the two, ugly 
alien guards.  That’s strange, they didn’t have any weapons.  All they have on them, in 
fact, are birthday invitations and wrapped gifts.  Two more aliens enter the room.  The 



Captain quickly kills them with his gun.  Ah nuts ...  One was carrying a birthday cake, 
the other wearing a party hat.  I think we got the wrong address, sir.

Rescue From The Lizard Men
On an alien desert, The Captain is held hostage by the Draudis Lizard Men.  What 
starts off as the Captain’s high-minded and courageous challenge to face his captors 
in combat eventually escalates into his overt racism towards Lizard Men.

Phoning It In
As their Starship is under attack, the Captain delegates all commands from his 
communicator as he focuses on ravishing a woman in his bedroom instead.  “Well if 
radiation is flooding decks nine through twelve then seal them off!   Captain out.  Now 
where were we?”  

Social Networking
The crew goofs off on an away-mission (on a desert planet --- surprise!).  Instead of 
keeping on task, they use their communicators to post blog updates and text each 
other in-jokes.
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